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Accomplishments from the past quarter
have reopened for F2F meetings and some groups have made the decision to go
hybrid. Attendance at the F2F meetings has been steadily increasing and members
are thankful to see a resemblance  of normalcy.  A conversation was opened at
our last District meeting to discuss returning F2F or going hybrid. The topic was
tabled until the July district meeting so we could see what reopening the state
would look like for our F2F possibility and what decision would be made by the
PSCSO boardmembers for purchasing hybrid equipment for hybrid capability. The
vote should be happening the second Sunday in July.

A number of D45’s GSR’s attended the Delegate’s report back and both the 71st
Conference quick guide and the Delegate’s slides were emailed to them to
facilitate the report back to their homegroups. At the District meeting our
corrections, treatment and grapevine/lit liaisons reported on the conference
topics from their specialties with me picking up the rest. It was fun to share the
information with them and encourage them to give their reports. It became more
interactive and they felt a little more ‘a part of’.

Wendy E, GSR from Seeking Serenity, brought a discussion topic about the Area
Archivist not getting a vote at Area quarterlies or Assembly. We’ve been
researching the history behind this and have decided to present it at the July Area
quarterly as a discussion topic.

Yes, the rumors are true! District 45 is going to have a picnic!! August 21st at the
Kiwanis shelter in Wapato park. Our Alt DCM, Patty M, is heading up the planning
committee. A little secret, Chili Dogs, are on the menu!!

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
We had a little glitch during our June district meeting. At least to our District

members it seemed like a little glitch but to me, it seemed like an “Oh No! Pull
your hair kind of glitch”. In the middle of our meeting my wifi crashed and crashed
hard! It did not come back up for about 1½ hours! By the time I gathered my
senses enough to grab my phone and zoom on using my network, I didn’t know
what to expect. I even had the fear that by the time I logged back on, everyone
would have left and no one would be there. How completely irrational of me!



That’s how quickly my false pride and alcoholic thinking can kick in. When I
logged back on the Alt DCM, Patty M, was smoothly and efficiently chairing the
meeting. Having a good agenda and fantastic Alt...priceless.

We had one other issue and what a great learning lesson it was. One of the men’s
sober houses had called the volunteer line looking to have F2F meetings brought
into their facility. This call was sent to the treatment committee and they have a
group of guys taking meetings in. Masks are being worn and social distancing is in
place. The question came up whether these meetings should be handled by the
accessibility committee instead of the treatment committee since a  sober living
house isn’t a treatment facility. Our treatment liaison, Cheryl F, was able to find the
answer on pg 17 of her workbook and present it at the following district meeting.
Carrying the Message Into Other Treatment Settings From pg 17 of the
Treatment Workbook
Some local Treatment Committees offer presentations to professionals, and
meetings  to clients, in facilities such as:

Court-ordered treatment meetings
Halfway and three-quarter houses
Crisis centers and safe houses
Sober living transitional homes
Nursing homes, retirement communities,
and assisted living facilities Veterans
Administration facilities
Homeless shelters and detoxification centers.
Occasionally, Treatment Committees assist

Corrections Committees (especially when the facility is
both corrections- and treatment-related), some offer
Twelfth Step calls in hospitals, or A.A. meetings in head
trauma units of hospitals.

Committees are free to approach and cooperate with
a wide variety of facilities. Your committee’s informed
group conscience will determine which facilities to
approach  and which projects to undertake.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
To continue working and learning together as a team and to encourage others into a life of
service that is both fulfilling and rewarding.


